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Abstract

A high!CHF "critical heat ~ux# database for subcooled ~ow boiling of water in tubes was compiled from the world
literature[ The bulk of the database is for high mass velocity ~ow "G −4999 kg m−1 s−0# in small diameter tubes "D ¾ 2
mm#[ Over half of the 0485 valid data points in the database had CHF values in excess of 14 MW m−1[ The database
included the highest CHF for uniform heating ever reported in the literature\ 165 MW m−1\ which was obtained in Part
I of the present study[ A pressure drop model applicable to subcooled ~ow boiling in tubes with inlet and outlet plenums
was developed in order to determine the pressure at the end of the heated length where burnout "CHF# was observed[
The pressure at this location is often signi_cantly di}erent from that measured downstream in the outlet plenum[ A
subcooled high!CHF correlation superior to previously published correlations was systematically developed using data
only from the authors| institution and Kiev Polytechnic Institute\ Kiev\ Ukraine[ The correlation was validated with
data covering a broad range of pressures "from atmospheric to near the critical point# and mass velocities "0499Ð023 999
kg m−1 s−0# which are required in the cooling of high!heat!~ux components\ such as those in fusion reactors[ Although
it was developed by examining the parametric trends exhibited by a small fraction of the database\ the correlation had
a root!mean!square error of 08[4) for the entire database\ lowest among the correlations tested[ In sharp contrast to
other correlations\ this new\ dimensionless CHF correlation consisted of a single equation having only _ve adjustable
constants[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Nomenclature

A cross!sectional area
Ac cross!sectional ~ow area at vena contracta
aj constant de_ned in equation "24#\ j � 0\ 1\ 2\ or 3
aj? constant de_ned in equation "39#\ j � 0 or 1
bj constant de_ned in equation "24#\ j � 0\ 1\ 2\ or 3
Bo boiling number\ qm:Ghfg

C constant de_ned in equations "2# and "3#
Cc jet contraction ratio de_ned by equation "03#
Cj constant de_ned in equations "6# and "7#\ j � 0\ 1\
[ [ [\ 00
cj constant de_ned in equations "29# and "20#\ j � 0 or
1
D inside diameter of tube
e internal energy
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E kinetic energy correction factor
f fully developed turbulent ~ow "Fanning# friction fac!
tor
fapp mean apparent "Fanning# friction factor de_ned in
equation "00#
fj function of density ratio de_ned in Fig[ 5"a# and "b#
and equations "22#Ð"24#\ j � 0\ 1\ 2\ or 3
fn" # function of " #
G mass velocity
h enthalpy of ~uid
hf enthalpy of saturated liquid
hfg latent heat of vaporization
Dhsub liquid subcooling\ hf−h\ with enthalpy of satu!
rated liquid evaluated at pressure associated with the
CHF data point "usually outlet pressure#
K irreversible loss coe.cient
L heated length of tube
Lt total length of tube
Luh unheated length of tube upstream or downstream
of heated section
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M momentum correction factor
N number of CHF data points
P pressure
DP pressure drop
q heat ~ux de_ned using tube inside area
qm critical heat ~ux "CHF# de_ned using tube inside
area
ReD Reynolds number\ GD:mf

T temperature
Ti bulk liquid temperature at inlet
To bulk liquid temperature at outlet "de_ned only if
xo ³ 9#
DTsub liquid subcooling\ Tsat−T\ with saturation tem!
perature evaluated at pressure associated with the CHF
data point "usually outlet pressure#
u axial velocity
U mean axial velocity across ~ow area
WeD Weber number\ G1D:rfs

x thermodynamic equilibrium quality\ "h−hf#:hfg\ with
saturated thermophysical properties evaluated at
pressure associated with the CHF data point "usually
outlet pressure# unless speci_cally stated otherwise
xi\� pseudo!inlet quality\ "hi−hf\o#:hfg\o\ with saturated
thermophysical properties evaluated at outlet pressure
z axial location[

Greek symbols
b ratio of tube ~ow area to plenum ~ow area
m dynamic viscosity
r density
s surface tension
C constant de_ned in equation "5#[

Subscripts
0 at station 0 downstream of vena contracta "see Fig[
0"a##
1 at station 1 at test section exit "see Fig[ 0"a##
c contraction^ at vena contracta "see Fig[ 0"a##
e expansion
f liquid^ friction
g vapor
i inlet^ beginning of heated length "see Fig[ 0"b##
ideal ideal\ frictionless ~ow
max maximum
meas measured
o outlet^ end of heated length "see Fig[ 0"b##
p plenum "see Fig[ 0"a# and "b##
pred predicted
sat saturated conditions
sub subcooled conditions
tp triple!point
uh unheated section[

0[ Introduction

Critical heat ~ux "CHF# refers to the heat transfer limit
causing a sudden rise in surface temperature and possible

catastrophic failure of a device in which evaporation or
boiling is occurring[ The nuclear power industry has been
at the forefront in research e}orts aimed at understanding
pool and ~ow boiling CHF\ particularly in relation to
the design and safe!operation of water!cooled nuclear
reactors[ Insu.cient cooling during an over!power tran!
sient or a loss!of!coolant accident may cause CHF lead!
ing to a core meltdown and subsequent release of radio!
active material into the environment[ Recently\ CHF has
become increasingly important in many additional appli!
cations\ including\ for example\ particle accelerator
targets\ high!power X!ray devices\ rocket nozzles\ cryo!
genic cooling systems in satellites and compact two!phase
heat exchangers in aerospace systems "avionics# and
supercomputers[

The cooling of fusion reactor components will require
high mass velocity\ subcooled ~ow boiling of water in
small diameter channels to maintain the extreme oper!
ating conditions safely below CHF[ The term {burnout| is
often used in this high heat ~ux application since physical
destruction of the system will occur as a result of a large
wall temperature excursion at CHF[ The mass velocity\
pressure\ and enthalpy of the ~ow at the burnout location
as well as the hydraulic diameter have a pronounced
e}ect on CHF and\ consequently\ accurate knowledge of
these parameters is of paramount importance in pre!
dicting CHF[ The objectives of the present study are
the following] "0# compile subcooled high!CHF data for
water ~ow in a uniformly heated tube\ "1# determine the
accuracy of existing subcooled CHF correlations which
were developed using data similar to that compiled in
this study\ "2# develop a pressure drop model for deter!
mining the local pressure at burnout\ and "3# develop a
simple\ dimensionless\ subcooled CHF correlation which
is superior in accuracy to existing correlations[

1[ High!CHF database

The literature from the past _fty years was thoroughly
examined for subcooled high!CHF data obtained with
water ~ow in a uniformly heated tube[ Table 0 lists those
studies ð0Ð12Ł found to contain at least one data point
having a CHF value in excess of 14 MW m−1[ Both
vertical up~ow and horizontal ~ow CHF data were com!
piled since CHF at high mass velocities is una}ected by
~ow orientation[ Some data were excluded from further
analysis] data identi_ed by the original authors as unre!
liable "e[g[\ premature CHF or inaccurate measurements#
ð14Ł\ duplicate data identi_ed by the present authors ð14Ł\
data which violated an energy balance "see discussion
below#\ data which inexplicably yielded an inlet tem!
perature less than 9>C\ and data corresponding to satu!
rated conditions at CHF "i[e[\ positive outlet quality#[
Table 1 lists the parametric ranges associated with the
remaining\ valid data[ Over 749 of the 0485 valid data
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Table 0
Studies of subcooled water ~ow boiling in uniformly heated tubes with CHF values in excess of 14 MW m−1

Energy Acceptable
Total CHF Unreliable Duplicate balance subcooled

Reference data points data data violation Ti ¾ 9>C xo − 9 CHF data

Gambill and Greene ð0Ł 6 9 9 * 9 9 6
Gambill et al[ ð1Ł 13 9 9 9 9 9 13
Ornatskii and Kichigin ð2Ł 113 9 9 * 1 9 111
Bergles and Rohsenow ð3Ł 40 1 9 * 9 2 35
Ornatskii and Kichigin ð4Ł 000 9 9 * 0 9 009
Bergles ð5Ł$ 58 9 9 * 9 02 45
Ornatskii ð6Ł 58 9 9 * 1 9 56
Mayersak et al[ ð7Ł 0 9 9 * 9 9 0
Ornatskii and Vinyarskii ð8Ł 098 9 9 * 02 9 85
Skinner and Loosmore ð09Ł 000 01 9 * 0 9 87
Zeigarnik et al[ ð00Ł 17 9 9 * 7 9 19
Nariai et al[ ð01Ł% 84 9 9 9 9 2 81
Boyd ð02Ł 4 9 9 9 9 9 4
Boyd ð03Ł 4 9 9 * 9 9 4
Inasaka and Nariai ð04Ł 18 9 9 9 9 9 18
Celata et al[ ð05Ł& 59 9 9 * 9 9 59
Celata et al[ ð06Ł 32 9 9 * 9 9 32
Celata et al[ ð07Ł 67 9 9 * 9 9 67
Celata and Mariani ð08Ł 76 9 9 * 9 9 76
Gaspari and Cattadori ð19Ł 22 9 9 * 9 9 22
Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł 144 34 7 * 9 9 191
Celata ð11Ł 30 9 9 * 9 9 30
Part I ð12Ł of present study 063 9 9 9 9 9 063
High!CHF database 0698 48 7 9 16 08 0485

$ Data obtained from Skinner and Loosmore ð09Ł^ % data obtained from Inasaka ð13Ł^ & data obtained from Celata and Mariani ð08Ł[
Reference*publication by the authors who obtained the CHF data[ If CHF data were not tabulated in this reference\ then one of the
symbols above identi_es the source of the data[
Total CHF data points*CHF data obtained with water ~ow in a uniformly heated tube[
Unreliable data*CHF data identi_ed as invalid by either the original authors or authors of the present study "see Ref[ ð14Ł for details#[
Duplicate data*CHF data appeared in another reference "see Ref[ ð14Ł for details#[
Energy balance violation*outlet quality tabulated in the reference di}ered by more than 9[94 "9[09 if pressure was greater than 64)
of critical pressure# from outlet quality calculated by the authors of the present study using the tabulated inlet condition and an energy
balance[ A dash indicates that inlet and outlet conditions were not both tabulated and\ thus\ data were not veri_able using an energy
balance[ A zero indicates that all data satis_ed an energy balance[
Ti ¾ 9>C*inlet temperature calculated using the tabulated outlet subcooling and an energy balance was less than 9>C[
xo − 9*outlet quality calculated using the tabulated inlet condition and an energy balance was positive[
Acceptable subcooled CHF data*total number of CHF data points minus the number of invalid and saturated CHF data indicated
in the preceding columns[

points in the database had CHF values in excess of 14
MW m−1[ The highest CHF ever measured for a uni!
formly heated tube "165 MW m−1# was obtained in Part
I ð12Ł of the present study at the following test conditions]
D � 9[395 mm\ L � 4[7 mm "L:D � 03[2#\ G � 019 999
kg m−1 s−0\ P � 16 bars\ xo � −9[39 and DTsub\o �
058>C[ This surpassed the prior CHF record of 117 MW
m−1 achieved by Ornatskii and Vinyarskii ð8Ł[

The _rst law of thermodynamics requires that the
energy content of a unit mass of ~uid at the tube outlet
"outlet enthalpy# is equal to the energy content at the
inlet "inlet enthalpy# plus the energy added as the unit

mass passes through the heated tube "heat input divided
by mass ~ow rate#\

ho � hi¦3
L
D

qm

G
[ "0#

CHF data from each reference listed in Table 0 were
tabulated in a spreadsheet[ If the tabulated inlet condition
was inlet quality or subcooling\ then the inlet temperature
was calculated using equations for saturation tempera!
ture\ saturated liquid enthalpy\ and latent heat of
vaporization given in ref[ ð15Ł[ The enthalpy of subcooled
liquid was approximated by the saturated liquid enthalpy
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Table 1
Parametric ranges of the acceptable subcooled CHF data

Test section Inlet condition Outlet condition CHF

Acceptable Orientation Unheated Unheated D G×09−2 Po DTsub\i DTsub\o qm×09−5

Reference CHF data material entrance region exit region ðmmŁ L:D ðkg m−1 s−0Ł ðbarsŁ ð>CŁ xi ð>CŁ xo ðW m−1Ł

Gambill and 6 Horizontal Luh:D � 09 Unknown 6[6 5 02 0 53 −9[07 46 −9[05 05
Greene ð0Ł type {{A|| Ni 6[6 19 15 0 84 −9[01 77 −9[00 22

Gambill et al[ ð1Ł 13 Horizontal Luh:D ¼ 39 Unknown 2[1 6 6 9[6 65 −9[17 09 −9[13 6
type {{A|| Ni 6[6 77 42 4 030 −9[03 011 −9[91 43

Ornatskii and 111 Vertical Luh:D � 16 Luh:D 1[9 19 4 09 04 −9[79 0 −9[54 5
Kichigin ð2Ł Cu alloy not speci_ed 1[9 19 29 63 152 −9[93 101 9[99 60

Bergles and 35 Horizontal Luh:D � 06 Unknown 9[5 4 2 1 27 −9[11 0 −9[97 5
Rohsenow ð3Ł SS!293 "9\ 3\ 6\ 8# 3[5 49 5 1 004 −9[96 33 9[99 14

Ornatskii and 009 Vertical Luh:D � 16 Luh:D 1[9 19 4 87 02 −0[43 5 −0[08 7
Kichigin ð4Ł Cu alloy not speci_ed 1[9 19 29 036 222 −9[97 149 −9[92 61

Bergles ð5Ł$ 45 Horizontal Luh:D � 06 Unknown 0[1 02 0[4 0 27 −9[11 2 −9[03 4
SS "9\ 02# 5[0 15 13 5 002 −9[96 60 −9[90 34

Ornatskii ð6Ł 56 Vertical Luh:D � 16 Luh:D 1[9 19 4 061 11 −1[36 3 −1[02 5
Cu alloy not speci_ed 1[9 19 29 085 236 −9[19 174 −9[93 69

Mayersak et al[ ð7Ł 0 Horizontal Unknown Unknown 00[6 49 34 18 102 −9[40 057 −9[39 32
SS 00[6 49 34 18 102 −9[40 057 −9[39 32

Ornatskii and 85 Vertical Contraction Expansion 9[4 17 19 09 64 −9[70 49 −9[46 39
Vinyarskii ð8Ł Cu alloy 9[4 17 89 69 163 −9[05 077 −9[00 113

Skinner and 87 Horizontal L:D � 19 Unknown 0[1 2 4 1 17 −9[21 0 −9[13 6
Loosmore ð09Ł SS!293 5[0 41 19 6 047 −9[95 019 9[99 22

Zeigarnik et al[ ð00Ł 19 Horizontal Unknown Unknown 3[9 51 4 4 79 −9[40 14 −9[11 8
brass 3[9 51 10 29 104 −9[08 82 −9[95 22

Nariai et al[ ð01Ł% 81 Vertical Unknown Unknown 0[9 2 6 0 26 −9[05 2 −9[02 4
SS 2[9 49 10 0 74 −9[96 61 −9[90 69

Boyd ð02Ł 4 Horizontal Luh:D × 39 Unknown 2[9 86 4 7 038 −9[20 13 −9[01 5
CuÐZr alloy 2[9 86 30 7 038 −9[20 46 −9[94 31
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Boyd ð03Ł 4 Horizontal Luh:D × 39 Unknown 2[9 86 3 06 072 −9[30 40 −9[07 5
CuÐZr alloy 2[9 86 21 06 072 −9[30 67 −9[01 25

Inasaka and Nariai ð04Ł 18 Vertical Unknown Unknown 2[9 22 3 2 52 −9[20 19 −9[07 6
SS 2[9 22 29 09 049 −9[01 76 −9[93 34

Celata et al[ ð05Ł& 59 Vertical Luh:D not speci_ed Luh:D 5[9 01 1[9 3 72 −9[51 43 −9[41 6
SS!293 not speci_ed 7[9 08 09 40 121 −9[05 082 −9[00 29

Celata et al[ ð06Ł 32 Vertical Luh:D � 79 "099# Luh:D 1[4 19 1[1 0 68 −9[33 08 −9[15 3
SS!293 not speci_ed 4[9 39 22 11 083 −9[04 002 −9[92 32

Celata et al[ ð07Ł 67 Vertical Luh:D � 79 Luh:D 1[4 39 00 5 81 −9[35 41 −9[25 01
SS!293 not speci_ed 1[4 39 39 15 085 −9[08 049 −9[00 50

Celata and Mariani ð08Ł 76 Vertical Luh:D � 099 "79# Luh:D 1[4 19 2 0 79 −9[35 12 −9[25 6
SS!293 not speci_ed 4[9 39 32 15 085 −9[04 044 −9[93 46

Gaspari and 22 Horizontal Luh:D not speci_ed Unknown 7[9 04 4 09 009 −9[41 72 −9[31 00
Cattadori ð19Ł Cu 04[9 19 04 44 075 −9[12 040 −9[07 25

Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł 191 Vertical Luh:D ¼ 09 Unknown 9[22 0[6 7 0 39 −9[28 09 −9[17 08
SS!293 1[6 15 31 12 072 −9[97 029 −9[91 013

Celata ð11Ł 30 Vertical Unknown Unknown 9[14 39 6 0 58 −9[22 8 −9[11 09
SS!293 0[4 39 49 8 045 −9[02 093 −9[91 57

Part I ð12Ł of 063 Vertical Contraction Expansion 9[3 1[3 4 2 50 −0[89 21 −0[67 8
present study SS!293 1[4 23 023 061 218 −9[01 294 −9[95 165

High!CHF database 0485 9[14 0[6 0[4 9[6 02 −1[36 0 −1[02 3
04[9 86 023 085 236 −9[93 294 9[99 165

$ Data obtained from Skinner and Loosmore ð09Ł^ % data obtained from Inasaka ð13Ł^ & data obtained from Celata and Mariani ð08Ł[
Reference column identi_es the publication by the authors who obtained the CHF data[ If CHF data were not tabulated in this reference\ then one of the symbols above identi_es
the source of the data[
Material indicates the test section material utilized in the majority of CHF tests[ SS indicates stainless steel[ Materials not shown include] A0 ð1Ł\ type {{A|| Ni ð09Ł\ Inconel 599\ SS!
205\ Ni 199\ and brass ð10Ł\ CuÐNi 29) ð12Ł[
Unheated entrance "exit# region refers to the section of the tube immediately upstream "downstream# of the heated length[ A length!to!diameter ratio indicates an unheated section
having the same diameter as the heated section[ Contraction or expansion indicates an abrupt and signi_cant change in ~ow diameter[
The upper and lower number in each cell of a parameter column represents the smallest and largest value\ respectively\ of that parameter for the acceptable subcooled CHF data in
that reference[ Outlet conditions were calculated using the inlet temperature from the database and an energy balance[ Saturated thermophysical properties were evaluated at the
pressure associated with the CHF data point "usually outlet pressure#[
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at the subcooled temperature[ All calculations performed
in the present study utilized saturated thermophysical
properties based on outlet pressure since inlet pressure
was rarely tabulated with the CHF data[ If the outlet
quality or subcooling was tabulated instead of an inlet
condition\ then the outlet enthalpy was determined and
inlet enthalpy calculated using equation "0#[ Once the
inlet enthalpy was determined\ the inlet temperature was
calculated from the equation for saturated liquid
enthalpy using the secant method of iteration[ Finally\
each CHF data point in the database consisted of the
following] tube inside diameter\ heated length\ mass
velocity\ outlet pressure\ inlet temperature and measured
CHF[

If both an inlet and outlet condition were tabulated by
the authors of the data\ then outlet quality was calculated
using equation "0# and the inlet temperature from the
database[ This calculated outlet quality was compared
to outlet quality determined from the outlet condition
tabulated by the authors of the data[ If these outlet qual!
ities di}ered by more than 9[94 "9[09 if the pressure was
greater than 64) of the critical pressure#\ then an energy
balance was violated and the data point was discarded
from further analysis[ This process _ltered the data for
typographical errors committed by the original authors
or inaccurate thermophysical properties utilized by the
original authors[

2[ High!CHF correlations

High!~ux cooling using high mass velocity ~ow in
small diameter tubes will become an acceptable cooling
technique only when accurate design tools have been
developed and thoroughly tested[ Hundreds of CHF cor!
relations have been published in the archival literature
during the past _fty years[ However\ these correlations
have not been tested with a large\ error!free CHF data!
base[ The authors of this study are in the process of
collecting all CHF correlations applicable to ~ow in uni!
formly heated round tubes[ The present study considers
only correlations applicable to subcooled high!CHF ð10\
16Ð20Ł and presents a methodology for accurately
evaluating the predictive ability of these correlations[
Correlations not applicable to water or uniformly heated
round tubes cooled by internal axial ~ow were not con!
sidered[ Also\ the original version of a correlation later
revised by the authors of the correlation was rejected and
only the revised correlation retained for further analysis
in the present study[ The earliest archival publication of
a CHF correlation is cited in the list of references[

Tong ð21Ł empirically modi_ed a CHF model based on
boundary layer separation ð22Ł and stated that

Bo � CRe−9[5
D \ "1#

where C was a quadratic function of xo\

C � 0[65−6[322xo¦01[111x1
o [ "2#

Equation "1# is valid for large tubes "4[0¾ D ¾ 06[7
mm#\ low mass velocities "0399 ¾ G ¾ 5799 kg m−1 s−0#\
and outlet qualities between −9[04 and 9[04[ Although
equation "1# is not applicable to high!CHF\ Inasaka and
Nariai ð16Ł modi_ed it by multiplying C by an additional
term which is a function of outlet quality and pressure\

C � $0−
41[2¦79xo−49x1

o

59[4¦"09−4P#0[3 %
×"0[65−6[322xo¦01[111x1

o#\ "3#

and extended the parametric range for equation "1#
"1[9 ¾ D ¾ 08[0 mm\ 899¾ G ¾ 12 099 kg m−1 s−0\
0 ¾ P ¾ 027 bars\ and −9[24 ¾ xo ¾ 9# ð23Ł[ Celata et
al[ ð29Ł also modi_ed equation "1# by replacing C by a
new function of xo and P\

C �"9[105¦3[63×09−7P#C "4#

where

C � 8
0\ xo ³ −9[0

9[714¦9[875xo\ −9[0 ³ xo ³ 9\

0:"1¦29xo#\ xo × 9

"5#

and by increasing the exponent of the Reynolds number
to −9[4[ The data utilized by Celata et al[
"9[2 ¾ D ¾ 14[3 mm\ 899 ¾ G ¾ 8999 kg m−1 s−0\
0 ¾ P ¾ 73 bars ð08Ł# to develop the correlation included
some of the high!CHF data obtained by Ornatskii and
Kichigin ð2Ł and Ornatskii and Vinyarskii ð8Ł[ The above
correlations were all based on outlet conditions\ some!
time referred to as local conditions since CHF is believed
to occur at the outlet of a uniformly heated channel[

Bowring ð24Ł proposed a correlation based on inlet
conditions of the form

qm �
C0¦C1Dhsub\i

C2¦L
�

C0:C2¦"C1:C2#Dhsub\i

0¦L:C2

\ "6#

where C0 and C1 are complicated functions of D\ G\
and P\ and C2 is a function of D and G[ This complex
correlation contains 13 adjustable constants and is valid
for 1¾ D ¾ 34 mm\ 025 ¾ G ¾ 07 999 kg m−1 s−0\ and
1 ¾ P ¾ 089 bars[ However\ it was not developed with
high!CHF data since none were available to Bowring[
Caira et al[ ð18Ł replaced the Bowring functions "C0\ C1\
and C2# while maintaining the same functional form\

qm �
C0D

C1GC2¦C4D
C5GC6"9[14Dhsub\i#C3

0¦C7D
C8GC09LC00

\ "7#

and reduced the number of adjustable constants to
eleven[ However\ equation "7# eliminated the e}ect of
pressure which was present in the Bowring correlation[
Caira et al[ ð20Ł attempted to re!introduce the pressure
e}ect by de_ning di}erent constants in 5 pressure regions
and 1 mass velocity regions\ resulting in 027 adjustable
constants[ The correct constants had to be obtained from
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Caruso ð25Ł since the constants tabulated in Caira et al[
ð20Ł yielded CHF values many orders of magnitude above
actual CHF[ Both Caira et al[ ð18\ 20Ł correlations were
developed using the Celata and Mariani ð08Ł CHF data!
base[

The Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł correlation is the product of
mass velocity\ outlet subcooling\ pressure\ a diameter
term and an L:D term with all variables raised to powers
which are functions of diameter\ mass velocity\ and:or
subcooling[ This outlet conditions correlation contains
05 adjustable constants and was developed using the
small diameter data "9[2¾ D ¾ 2[9 mm# in the Celata
and Mariani ð08Ł CHF database[

Shah ð26Ł developed a CHF correlation that was orig!
inally presented in graphical form and later improved ð17Ł
and updated to an equation form suitable for computer
codes[ The improved correlation was based on data
obtained with 12 di}erent ~uids over a broad range of
parameters "9[5¾ D ¾ 26[7 mm\ 7¾ L:D ¾ 839\
02 ¾ G ¾ 13 299 kg m−1 s−0\ 0 ¾ P ¾ 196 bars\
−0[04 ¾ xo ¾ 0[9#[ The correlation included criteria for
choosing between an inlet or an outlet conditions based
set of equations[ The reader is referred to Shah ð17Ł for
additional information since the correlation as well as the
calculation procedure is quite complex "15 equations and
24 adjustable constants#[

The subcooled high!CHF correlations ð10\ 16Ð20Ł con!
sidered in the present study are quite complex having
either many constants "more than ten# ð10\ 17\ 18\ 20Ł\
many equations ð17Ł\ or conditional statements for
choosing an equation or set of equations ð17\ 29\ 20Ł[
Furthermore\ correlations having conditional statements
allow severe discontinuities in the predicted CHF as a
parameter is varied across a boundary described by one
of these statements[ Also\ none of the correlations are
entirely nondimensional except for Shah|s ð17Ł[ Fur!
thermore\ the functional forms of the correlations were
not based on observed trends in the CHF data\ but rather
the equation form was guessed and a statistical analysis
performed to obtain values for the adjustable constants[
The present study aims to develop a single\ non!
dimensional equation containing as few constants as
possible without using a statistical analysis but rather
using trends observed in a subset of the high!CHF data!
base[

3[ Design equations*pressure drop model

CHF correlations require accurate knowledge of the
pressure at burnout location "i[e[\ end of heated length
for a uniformly heated tube# to evaluate the saturated
thermophysical properties of the ~uid[ While mass velocity
and tube diameter are easily measured\ the pressure at
the burnout location must often be calculated since exper!
imental measurements are made downstream[ Further!

more\ most researchers provide little information\ if any\
regarding the nature of the outlet and inlet to the test
section and\ consequently\ the origin of the tabulated
pressure may be suspect[ The present study aims to pro!
vide a comprehensive pressure drop model for ~ow in
tubes "especially those having a total length!to!diameter
ratio less than 29# with inlet and outlet plenums[ The
model enables the determination of the pressures at the
beginning and end of the heated length which are often
signi_cantly di}erent "especially for high mass velocity
~ow in small diameter tubes such as in the present study#
from that measured either upstream or downstream of
the test section[

The experimental results presented in Part I ð12Ł dem!
onstrated that the pressure drop at CHF deviated only
slightly from the single!phase\ adiabatic pressure drop[
Thus\ the ~ow was modeled as turbulent\ single!phase
liquid ~ow in a smooth tube[ The pressure drop from the
inlet plenum to the outlet plenum has contributions from
the inlet contraction\ wall friction within the tube "cor!
rected for momentum ~ux changes#\ and outlet expan!
sion\

DP � Pp\i−Pp\o � DPc¦DPf¦DPe[ "8#

The pressure drops between the upstream pressure tap
and inlet plenum and between the downstream pressure
tap and outlet plenum were negligible compared to the
pressure drop between the inlet and outlet plenums[ Fig!
ure 0"a\b# illustrates the streamlines for internal ~ow with
an abrupt contraction and expansion and de_nes the
nomenclature utilized in the analysis[ Each term in equa!
tion "8# will be treated separately in the following
sections[ Detailed development of the model equations is
given in ref[ ð27Ł[

3[0[ Frictional pressure drop

The short tubes "Lt:D � 00# utilized in the present
study have a signi_cant fraction\ if not all\ of the total
length corresponding to a hydrodynamic entrance region[
Part of the pressure drop in the entrance region of a tube
is attributable to an increase in the total ~uid momentum
~ux\ associated with the development of a velocity pro_le\
and pressure drop calculations must take into con!
sideration any variation in momentum ~ux as well as the
e}ects of surface shear forces[ The combined e}ects of
surface shear and momentum ~ux have been incor!
porated in a single mean apparent friction factor fapp[ The
pressure drop across the tube can then be evaluated from

DPf � P0−P1 �
G1

1rf 03fapp

Lt

D1[ "09#

Deissler ð28Ł solved the momentum integral equation
for developing ~ow without heat transfer in a smooth\
circular tube with constant properties and a turbulent
boundary layer having a uniform velocity pro_le orig!
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Fig[ 0[ Flow model of an abrupt contraction and expansion at the test section inlet and outlet\ respectively\ showing "a# streamlines
and "b# test section geometry[

inating at the entrance[ The mean apparent friction factor
in the turbulent entry region was graphically presented
as a function of the total length!to!diameter ratio
"9[14 ³ Lt:D ³ 19# for several Reynolds numbers
"0×093 ¾ ReD ¾ 0×094#[ The data symbols shown in
Fig[ 1 correspond to locations on the theoretical curves
in Deissler[ This data was curve!_tted by the present
authors to obtain an expression for fapp\

fapp � 09[1184¦9[5963
D
Lt1Re"−9[2294−9[91043D:Lt

D #[ "00#

Equation "00# replaces the equation from Phillips et al[
ð39Ł which was developed from\ but did not correctly
reproduce\ the data from Deissler[ Note that single!phase
Reynolds numbers for the data in Part I ð12Ł of the
present study were from 3[3×092 to 0[1×094\ barely
exceeding the applicable range of equation "00#[

3[1[ Contraction pressure drop

Turbulent ~ow through an abrupt contraction sep!
arates at the entrance to the smaller ~ow area and forms
turbulent eddies about the resultant jet[ The jet accel!
erates and contracts until a minimum area is attained at
the vena contracta[ The jet then decelerates and expands
to _ll the smaller diameter tube as pipe ~ow is re!
established[ The change in static pressure across an

abrupt contraction is the sum of a reversible "ideal#
change associated solely with the change in velocity due
to the change in ~ow area "_rst term# and an irreversible
loss due to viscous friction and formation of eddies at
the front of the contraction and at the vena contracta
"second term# ð30Ł\

DPc � Pp\i−P0 �
G1

1rf

ð"0−b1
c #¦KcŁ[ "01#

where bc is the ratio of tube ~ow area to inlet plenum
~ow area and the contraction loss coe.cient is given by

Kc �
0−Ep\ib

1
c C

1
c −1Cc¦1C1

c M0

C1
c

−"0−b1
c #[ "02#

The jet contraction ratio\ Cc\ which is the ratio of the
cross!sectional ~ow area of the jet at the vena contracta
to the area of the surrounding tube\ was measured by
Weisbach ð31Ł for water ~ow in short pipes[ Although\
this ratio is somewhat dependent on the Reynolds num!
ber in turbulent ~ow\ the generally accepted practice is
to curve!_t the ~ow independent data of Weisbach as a
function of the area ratio bc ð32Ł\

Cc �
Ac

A
� 9[50264¦9[02207bc−9[15984b1

c ¦9[40035b2
c [

"03#
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Fig[ 1[ Variation of apparent mean friction factor with total length!to!diameter ratio for the turbulent entry region of a smooth tube[
Data from theoretical analysis in Deissler ð28Ł[

The kinetic energy and momentum correction factors
account for the variation of velocity at a given section\

Ep\i �
0

Ap\i gAp\i
0

u
Up\i1

2

dA "04#

and

M0 �
0
AgA0

u
U01

1

dA "05#

where Up\i is the mean velocity in the inlet plenum and
U0 is the mean velocity at section 0[ The entrance losses
described by equation "02# include both pressure losses
due to the expansion of the ~uid following the vena
contracta and changes in pressure due to the change in
momentum as the velocity pro_le is established in the
small diameter tube[ Thus\ the estimate of the total pres!
sure drop will be a conservative upper limit since the
pressure change associated with the change in velocity
pro_le is accounted for in both the mean apparent friction
factor and entrance loss coe.cient[

The ~ow in inlet plenum is assumed to be fully
developed turbulent ~ow "i[e[\ uniform velocity pro_le#
so that the kinetic energy correction factor is one[ Kays
ð30Ł derived a semi!empirical expression for the momen!

tum correction factor for turbulent ~ow from the Ka�r!
ma�nÐPrandtl relations\

M0 � 0¦9[94773z3f¦0[98957"3f #\ "06#

where f in this equation is the Fanning friction factor for
fully developed turbulent ~ow in a smooth pipe\

f � 9[938Re−9[1
D \ "07#

which approximates the PrandtlÐKa�rma�nÐNikuradse
relation in the range 2×093 ³ ReD ³ 0×095 ð33Ł[ Note
that\ in the development of equation "06#\ Kays increased
the coe.cient in equation "07# from the conventional
value of 9[935 for smooth surfaces to 9[938 to better
describe heat exchangers which were the focus of his
study[

3[2[ Expansion pressure recovery

The static pressure in an abrupt expansion rises as the
result of the exchange of kinetic energy of the high vel!
ocity ~ow for the potential energy of pressure in the lower
velocity ~ow[ The change in static pressure across an
abrupt expansion is the sum of a reversible "ideal#
pressure rise associated solely with the increase in ~ow
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area "second term# and an irreversible loss associated
with viscous friction and free expansion "_rst term#\

DPe � P1−Pp\o �
G1

1rf

ðKe−"0−b1
e #Ł\ "08#

where be is the ratio of tube ~ow area to outlet plenum
~ow area and the expansion loss coe.cient is given by

Ke � 0−1M1be¦b1
e "1Mp\o−0#[ "19#

The momentum correction factors\ M1 and Mp\o\ account
for the variation of axial velocity at section 1 and in the
outlet plenum[ The ~ow at these locations is assumed to
be fully developed turbulent ~ow "i[e[\ fairly uniform
velocity pro_le# so that both correction factors become
equal to unity[

3[3[ Outlet pressure

The outlet pressure at the end of the heated length\ Po\
is determined from the measured pressure in the outlet
plenum\

Po � Pp\o¦DPe¦DPf\uh\ "10#

where the expansion pressure drop is given by equation
"08# and the frictional pressure drop across the unheated
region of the tube at the outlet is given by

DPf\uh � Po−P1 �
G1

1rf 03fapp

Luh

D 1\ "11#

where\ for simplicity\ the mean apparent friction factor
is the same as that used to compute the frictional pressure
drop across the entire tube[ In the present study\ the
unheated length of the tube at the outlet is assumed equal
to that at the inlet and given by

Luh � 9[4"Lt−L#\ "12#

where both the total length\ Lt\ and heated length\ L\
were measured using a microscope and a micrometer[
The inlet pressure at the beginning of the heated length
is determined in a similar manner[

3[4[ Comparison of pressure drop model with experimental
data

The pressure drop model for turbulent\ single!phase
liquid ~ow in a short\ smooth tube with inlet and outlet
plenums is summarized in Table 2[ The predicted pressure
drop and inlet and outlet pressure at CHF are tabulated
in Table 0 of Part I ð12Ł[ A comparison of the predicted
pressure drop with pressure drop measured at the onset
of CHF is shown in Fig[ 2"a#[ The wide range of tube
diameters and mass velocities resulted in a broad range
of pressure drops from 9[1 to 042 bars[ The usefulness of
this single!phase model as a predictive tool for high!high!
~ux\ subcooled ~ow boiling is illustrated by this plot with
most data falling within a 239) error band[ Only a
single data point deviated more than 39) for pressure

drops above 4 bars corresponding to the high!CHF data
obtained at high mass velocities "G − 19 999 kg m−1 s−0#[
Below 4 bars\ 03 of 04 data points which deviated more
than 39) were underpredicted by the model[

Figure 2"b# illustrates the relative contributions to the
contraction\ frictional and expansion pressure drops to
the total pressure drop from inlet to outlet plenum[ The
cases shown in Fig[ 2"b#\ which are representative of the
present study\ indicate that the contraction pressure drop
is usually the largest fraction of the entire pressure drop
and the expansion pressure recovery is always the
smallest[ The contribution of the contraction pressure
drop increases signi_cantly with increasing tube diameter
causing a decrease in the contribution of the frictional
pressure drop and an increase in the contribution of the
expansion pressure recovery[ Thus\ any abnormalities
present in the inlet region would have a signi_cant e}ect
on the model predictions for the larger diameter tubes[
The model assumes a square!edged entrance to the heated
tube[ A slightly!rounded entrance "i[e[\ gradual con!
traction# or protrusion of the tube into the inlet plenum
"i[e[\ re!entrant# would cause the contraction pressure
drop to decrease or increase\ respectively\ from the model
prediction[ Therefore\ considerable care was taken during
test section fabrication to eliminate these possibilities[

The results obtained from the pressure drop model
clearly illustrate the importance of presenting detailed
pressure measurements with CHF data and also a
description of the ~ow path upstream and downstream of
the heated section[ Ornatskii and Vinyarskii ð8Ł obtained
ultra!high!CHF data under conditions very similar to
those of the present study "high mass velocity ~ow in
small diameter tubes with an abrupt inlet contraction and
abrupt outlet expansion#[ However\ their data were not
tabulated with a speci_c pressure value\ but rather a
range of pressures over which a set of data was acquired[
The location of the pressure measurement was also not
given[ Consequently\ the authors of the present study
were unwilling to utilize the data from Ornatskii and
Vinyarskii in the development of a new correlation
because of imprecise thermophysical properties resulting
from inept reporting of pressure[

The present study "including Part I ð12Ł# is the only
high!CHF study in the literature which provided detailed
pressure measurements and a model from which to accu!
rately predict the pressure at the end of the heated length
"CHF location for subcooled ~ow boiling# and the cor!
responding local thermophysical properties of the satu!
rated ~uid[ The pressure drop model was validated with
short tubes "total length!to!diameter ratio less than 29#
having upstream and downstream ~ow areas signi_cantly
larger than the ~ow area in the test section[ Nevertheless\
the model is equally valid for subcooled ~ow boiling in
longer tubes or in the absence of an inlet contraction
or outlet expansion[ The pressure drop model was not
applied to CHF data from previous studies^ lack of infor!
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Table 2
Pressure drop model for turbulent\ single!phase liquid ~ow in a short\ smooth tube with inlet and outlet plenums

Total pressure drop DP � Pp\i−Pp\o � DPc¦DPf¦DPe

Contraction pressure drop DPc � Pp\i−P0 �
G1

1rf

ð"0−b1
c #¦KcŁ

Kc �
0−Ep\ib

1
c C

1
c −1Cc¦1C1

c M0

C1
c

−"0−b1
c #

bc �
A

Ap\i

� 0
D
Dp1

1

Cc �
Ac

A
� 9[50264¦9[02207bc−9[15984b1

c ¦9[40035b2
c ð32Ł

Ep\i �
0

Ap\i gAp\i
0

u
Up\i1

2

dA ¼ 0

M0 �
0
A gA 0

u
U01

1

dA � 0¦9[94773z3f¦0[98957"3f #\ f � 9[938Re−9[1
D ð30Ł

Frictional pressure drop DPf � P0−P1 �
G1

1rf 03fapp

Lt

D1
fapp � 09[1184¦9[5963

D
Lt1Re"−9[2294−9[91043D:Lt#

D

Expansion pressure drop DPe � P1−Pp\o �
G1

1rf

ðKe−"0−b1
e #Ł

Ke � 0−1M1be¦b1
e "1Mp\o−0#

be �
A

Ap\o

� 0
D
Dp1

1

M1 �
0
A gA 0

u
U11

1

dA ¼ 0

Mp\o �
0

Ap\o gAp\o
0

u
Up\o1

1

dA ¼ 0

Inlet and outlet pressure Pi � Pp\o¦DPe¦DPf−DPf\uh

Po � Pp\o¦DPe¦DPf\uh

DPf\uh �
G1

1rf 03fapp

Luh

D 1
Liquid density and liquid dynamic viscosity are evaluated at the inlet temperature[
Range of applicability for M0 is 1999 ¾ ReD ¾ 19 999 ð30Ł and for fapp is 09 999 ¾ ReD ¾ 099 999 ð28Ł[

mation forced the authors of the present study to assume
that the pressure tabulated with the CHF data in Refs[
ð0Ð11Ł corresponded to the end of the heated length[

4[ Design equations*subcooled CHF correlation

CHF correlations are classi_ed as either an inlet
"upstream# conditions correlation based on independent
variables such as inlet enthalpy and heated length\

qm � fn"D\L\G\P\hi#\ "13#

or an outlet "local# conditions correlation based on a
dependent variable such as outlet enthalpy\

qm � fn"D\G\P\ho#[ "14#

In nondimensional form\ equations "13# and "14# become

Bo � fn0
L
D

\WeD\
rf

rg

\xi1 "15#

and
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Fig[ 2[ "a# Comparison of predicted pressure drop\ assuming single!phase ~ow\ with measured pressure drop at CHF[ "b# Contribution
of predicted contraction\ frictional\ and expansion pressure drop to total pressure drop[
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Bo � fn0WeD\
rf

rg

\xo1\ "16#

respectively[ The ratio of saturated liquid density to satu!
rated vapor density was chosen as the dimensionless
group to represent mostly the e}ect of pressure[

An outlet conditions correlation such as equation "14#
or "16# can be transformed into an inlet conditions cor!
relation such as equation "13# or "15# by using the energy
balance given by equation "0#[ In nondimensional form\
the energy balance equation becomes

xo � xi0
hfg\i

hfg\o1¦
hf\i−hf\o

hfg\o

¦3
L
D

qm

Ghfg\o

\ "17#

where xi and xo are the thermodynamic equilibrium qual!
ities with saturated thermophysical properties evaluated
at the inlet and outlet pressure\ respectively[ The sub!
scripts i and o in equation "17# indicate the pressure at
which to evaluate the enthalpy of saturated liquid and
latent heat of vaporization[ Equation "17# can also be
written as

xo � xi\�¦3Bo
L
D

\ "18#

where all saturated thermophysical properties are evalu!
ated at the outlet pressure\ including those appearing in
the pseudo!inlet quality\ xi\�[ If the pressure drop across
the heated length is relatively small\ then the inlet and
outlet pressures are approximately equal as are the
pseudo! and true!inlet qualities[

The authors of the present study elected to develop
nondimensional correlations in the form of equations
"15# and "16# because of their simplicity[ An inlet con!
ditions and an outlet conditions correlation were
developed concurrently to illustrate the di}ering view!
points[ The parametric study in Part I ð12Ł revealed the
following relationships between the independent vari!
ables and CHF]

0[ For constant L\ P\ and xi\ CHF is proportional to a
negative power of D which is independent of G "see
Fig[ 09 in Part I#[

1[ For constant D and Ti\ CHF is proportional to a
negative power of L:D which is independent of G\ P\
and xi "see Fig[ 00 in Part I#[

2[ For constant L and Ti\ CHF is proportional to a
positive power of G which is independent of P and xi

"see Fig[ 01 in Part I#[
3[ For constant D\ L:D\ and P\ CHF decreases linearly

with increasing xi "see Fig[ 02"b# in Part I#[ Thus\ for
a relatively low pressure drop\ CHF must also vary
linearly with xo since xi and xo are linearly related by
an energy balance "equation "18##[

4[ E}ect of pressure on CHF was not determined since
data were not obtained with inlet "or outlet# quality
held constant while pressure was varied "see Fig[ 03
in Part I#[

The above trends immediately lead one to conclude that
possible correlations are

Bo � Wec0
D 0

L
D1

c1

" f0−f1xi# "29#

and

Bo � Wec0
D " f2−f3xo#\ "20#

where the functions of f0\ f1\ f2\ and f3 may be constants
or functions of density ratio[

The constants and functions in equations "29# and "20#
must be determined using several sets of CHF data in
which all but one of the dimensionless terms appearing
on the right!hand side of equations "15# and "16# are held
constant[ The data from Part I ð12Ł of the present study\
Ornatskii and Kichigin ð2\ 4Ł\ and Ornatskii ð6Ł were the
only data available in the literature which were sys!
tematically obtained over a broad range of pressure[
While the data from Part I were obtained over a broad
range of mass velocity for a given pressure and inlet and
outlet quality\ the data from Ornatskii and Kichigin ð2\
4Ł and Ornatskii ð6Ł were obtained over a broad range of
inlet and outlet quality for a given pressure and mass
velocity[ Thus\ the combination of these data proved very
e}ective in the systematic development of new\ superior
CHF correlations based solely on observed parametric
trends[

4[0[ Effect of mass velocity on CHF

The constant c0 was determined using 37 data points
from Part I ð12Ł obtained with constant diameter\ length\
and inlet temperature "D � 9[891 mm\ Lt � 00\
4[0 ³ L:D ³ 5[7\ Ti � 14>C#[ Figure 3 shows the e}ect
of Weber number on boiling number for eight pressures
from 2[3 to 061 bars[ Mass velocities ranged from 4999
to 39 999 kg m−1 s−0[ The few data points above 39 999
kg m−1 s−0 were excluded because they were obtained at
only two pressures\ 20[9 and 099 bars[ The data were
curve!_tted with an equation of the form

Bo�Wec0
D \ "21#

where the constant of proportionality\ but not c0\ was
allowed to change with pressure[ c0 was found to be
−9[124 indicating that CHF is approximately pro!
portional to the square root of mass velocity at all
pressures\ supporting the result obtained in Part I ð12Ł[
For a given set of data taken at the same pressure\ inlet
quality was constant and outlet quality varied by less than
09) "essentially\ only mass velocity and CHF changed#[
Hence\ these results apply to both equations "29# and
"20#[

4[1[ Effect of pressure and quality on CHF

In Part I ð12Ł\ limited control over inlet temperature
prevented the acquisition of su.cient data at di}erent
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Fig[ 3[ E}ect of Weber number on boiling number for CHF data from Part I ð12Ł of the present study[

pressures with a broad range of inlet qualities[ Thus\
the dependence of CHF on inlet and outlet quality was
investigated using 288 data points from Ornatskii and
Kichigin ð2\ 4Ł and Ornatskii ð6Ł[ These data were
obtained with D � 1 mm\ L:D � 19\ 4999 ¾ G ¾ 29 999
kg m−1 s−0\ and 8[7 ¾ P ¾ 085 bars[ Data from two
di}erent institutions were also required since Ornatskii
and Kichigan ð2\ 4Ł and Ornatskii ð6Ł did not obtain a set
of data with constant inlet temperature\ thus\ prohibiting
the application of the procedure for determining c0 from
their data[ Note that\ unlike Ornatskii and Vinyarskii ð8Ł\
Ornatskii and Kichigan ð2\ 4Ł and Ornatskii ð6Ł provided
tabulated values of the outlet pressure[ At each of nine
di}erent pressures\ the data were curve!_tted with equa!
tions of the form

Bo

Wec0
D

� f0−f1xi "22#

and

Bo

Wec0
D

� f2−f3xo\ "23#

where the exponent of the Weber number was already
determined as discussed in the preceding section and the
L:D term in equation "29# is constant "L:D � 19 for all
data from refs ð2\ 4\ 6Ł#[ Figure 4"a# and "b# show data
and curve!_ts at pressures of 14 and 036 bars for equa!
tions "22# and "23#\ respectively[ The data and curve!_ts
exhibit similar agreement at the other seven pressures
which are not shown[ Figure 5"a# and "b# show the e}ect
of density ratio and\ hence\ pressure on the functions f0\
f1\ f2\ and f3[ Except for the data points at 8[7 bars\ the
data were linear in logarithmic coordinates[ At relatively
low pressures\ the combination of the lowest possible
quality being relatively high "di}erence between local
~uid enthalpy and saturated liquid enthalpy is relatively
small even when highly subcooled# and f0 and f2 being so
small yields −f1xi ×× f0 and −f3xo ×× f2[ Thus\ the
values of f0 and f2 determined using the procedure illus!
trated in Fig[ 5"a# and "b# become inconsequential at low
pressure[ The remaining data at pressures above 8[7 bars
were curve!_t with an equation of the form

fi � ai "ef:eg#bi\ "24#
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Fig[ 4[ E}ect of "a# inlet and "b# outlet quality on boiling number for CHF data from Ornatskii and Kichigin ð2\ 4Ł[
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Fig[ 5[ E}ect of density ratio on the relationship between quality and dimensionless CHF for correlation based on "a# inlet or "b# outlet
quality[
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where i � 0\ 1\ 2\ or 3[ Equations "22# and "23# have now
become

Bo

Wec0
D

� a0 0
rf

rg1
b0

−a1 0
rf

rg1
b1

xi "25#

and

Bo

Wec0
D

� a20
rf

rg1
b2

−a3 0
rf

rg1
b3

xo\ "26#

where all constants are known and given in Fig[ 5"a# and
"b#[ Rearranging equations "25# and "26# yields

Bo � a0Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b0

$0−
a1

a0 0
rf

rg1
b1−b0

xi% "27#

and

Bo � a2Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b2

$0−
a3

a2 0
rf

rg1
b3−b2

xo%[ "28#

where the terms in brackets represent the e}ect of liquid
subcooling on CHF[ While the outlet conditions corre!
lation\ equation "28#\ is now complete\ the e}ect of heated
length!to!diameter ratio has yet to be accounted for in
the inlet conditions correlation\ equation "27#[

4[2[ Effect of heated len`th!to!diameter ratio on CHF

The e}ect of heated length!to!diameter ratio\ L:D\ was
isolated using data from Part I ð12Ł since the data from
Ornatskii and Kichigan ð2\ 4Ł and Ornatskii ð6Ł were
obtained only with L:D � 19[ CHF data from Part I\
obtained by varying the tube length at a single pressure
and two mass velocities\ were curve!_tted as shown in
Fig[ 6 with an equation of the form

Bo

Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b0

$0−a1? 0
rf

rg1
b1−b0

xi\�%
� a0? 0

L
D1

c1

\ "39#

where a1? � a1:a0 and a0? is a new constant of pro!
portionality[ c1 was determined to be −9[210\ which is
consistent with the results from Part I ð12Ł[ Since c1 is
negative\ equation "39# shows that CHF decreases as L:D
increases until outlet quality calculated from inlet quality
and predicted CHF becomes positive\ at which point\
the correlation is no longer valid[ This inlet conditions
correlation has six adjustable constants\ one more than
the outlet conditions correlation\ equation "28#[

The CHF data utilized to develop equation "39# had a
pressure drop across the heated length "predicted with
the pressure drop model developed in the present study#
that was less than 4) of the inlet pressure[ Accordingly\
the di}erence between the true!inlet quality "based on
inlet pressure# and pseudo!inlet quality "based on outlet
pressure# was small[ Thus\ the pressure at which to evalu!
ate saturated thermophysical properties was incon!

sequential to the development of this correlation[ Pre!
liminary testing of the correlation with data having
relatively larger pressure drops revealed that the cor!
relation was somewhat more accurate when saturated
properties were evaluated at the outlet pressure[ Also\ the
outlet pressure was predicted with higher accuracy than
the inlet pressure because the expansion pressure recovery
was always a small fraction of the total pressure drop
compared with that of the contraction pressure drop "see
Fig[ 2"b##[ Furthermore\ only the outlet pressure was
reported in a large majority of the data in the high!CHF
database[ The present authors recommend evaluating
saturated thermophysical properties at the outlet
pressure corresponding to the end of the heated length^
thus\ the pseudo!inlet quality replaced the true!inlet
quality in equation "39#[

4[3[ Transformation of the outlet conditions correlation

As discussed earlier\ an energy balance can transform
an outlet "local# conditions correlation based on a depen!
dent variable "e[g[\ ho or xo# into an inlet conditions
correlation based on independent variables "e[g[\ L or
L:D and hi or xi#[ Substitution of equation "18# into the
outlet conditions correlation\ equation "28#\ yields an
inlet conditions correlation\

Bo �

a2Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b2

$0−
a3

a2 0
rf

rg1
b3−b2

xi\�%
0¦3a3Wec0

D 0
rf

rg1
b3

0
L
D1

\ "30#

where all saturated thermophysical properties are evalu!
ated at the outlet pressure[ Note that this correlation does
not require knowledge of the inlet pressure[ Both inlet
conditions correlations exhibit the e}ect of L:D on CHF
but in di}erent manners^ equation "30# has one fewer
constant since an energy balance was utilized to infer the
e}ect of L:D on CHF[ The outlet conditions correlation
does not show the e}ect of L:D since this correlation
hypothesizes that CHF is only a function of local con!
ditions at CHF and una}ected by heated length "see
equation "14##[

4[4[ Summary

The _nal correlations developed in this study include
the two inlet conditions correlations and one outlet con!
ditions correlation shown in Table 3[ The inlet conditions
correlations are based on independent variables "L:D\ xi#
and the outlet conditions correlation is based on a local\
dependent variable "xo#[ The form of one inlet conditions
correlation\ equation "39#\ and the outlet conditions cor!
relation\ equation "28#\ were inferred from the exper!
imental CHF trends observed in Part I ð12Ł of the present
study[ The other inlet conditions correlation\ equation
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Fig[ 6[ E}ect of heated length!to!diameter ratio on inlet conditions correlation for CHF data from Part I ð12Ł of the present study[

Table 3
Subcooled high!CHF correlations developed in the present study

Correlation Constants

Inlet Bo � a0?Wec0
D 0

L
D1

c1

0
rf

rg1
b0

$0−a1? 0
rf

rg1
b1−b0

xi\�% "39# a0? � 9[9895 b1 � 9[013

a1? � 9[434 c0 � −9[124

b0 � −9[712 c1 � −9[210

Outlet Bo � a2Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b2

$0−
a3

a2 0
rf

rg1
b3−b2

xo% "28#

a2 � 9[9221 b3 � 9[040

Inlet "recommended# "30# a3 � 9[9116 c0 � −9[124

Bo �

a2Wec0
D 0

rf

rg1
b2

$0−
a3

a2 0
rf

rg1
b3−b2

xi\�%
0¦3a3Wec0

D 0
rf

rg1
b3

0
L
D1

b2 � −9[570

Parametric range of the correlations corresponds to the parametric range of the acceptable subcooled CHF data in Table 1[
Saturated thermophysical properties are evaluated at the outlet pressure corresponding to the end of the heated length[
The inlet conditions correlation "equation "30## is recommended for predicting subcooled CHF with water ~ow in a uniformly heated
tube[

"30#\ was obtained from the outlet conditions correlation
using an energy balance and\ thus\ these two correlations

have the same _ve constants[ The unknown constants
were systematically determined from the parametric
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trends in a subset ð2\ 4\ 6\ 12Ł of the high!CHF database
and not nonlinear regression with the entire database[
The saturated thermophysical properties appearing in the
correlations are evaluated at the outlet pressure cor!
responding to the end of the heated length[

5[ Statistical assessment of CHF correlations

5[0[ Methodolo`y

The present study utilized the following methodology
in assessing the predictive capabilities of the CHF cor!
relations]

0[ Thermophysical properties were evaluated at the tem!
perature speci_ed by the correlation using equations
developed by the authors of the present study from
published data ð34\ 35Ł[ The correlations considered
in the present study all speci_ed the saturation tem!
perature corresponding to the outlet pressure[

1[ Evaluating an inlet conditions correlation ð17\ 18\ 20Ł
was rather straight forward since all variables appear!
ing in the correlation were known a priori except for
CHF[ Outlet conditions correlations ð10\ 16\ 17\ 29Ł
were evaluated by calculating the required outlet vari!
able from the experimental data and substituting this
value into the correlation[ The debate over using this
direct substitution method rather than an energy
"heat# balance method has been discussed by the pre!
sent authors in a prior publication ð36Ł as well as by
many others ð37Ð44Ł and will not be repeated here[
Siman!Tov ð45Ł provided an especially noteworthy
discussion on this issue which was in complete agree!
ment with the opinions of the present authors[

2[ Negative qualities were always evaluated using
enthalpy subcooling instead of the product of liquid
speci_c heat and temperature subcooling[

3[ Since the outlet was subcooled for almost all data in
the high!CHF database\ bulk liquid temperature at
the outlet was evaluated from the outlet enthalpy
determined using equation "0#[ This was necessary for
determining the outlet subcooling\ DTsub\o\ required in
the Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł correlation[

4[ An underpredicted CHF does not violate any
conditions\ but\ occasionally\ an outlet conditions cor!
relation may overpredict CHF and yield an inlet tem!
perature below the triple!point temperature "9[90>C
for water# when the inlet temperature is calculated
using the predicted CHF\ experimental outlet quality\
and an energy balance[ If the absolute error was rather
large\ this signi_es that the experimental inlet tem!
perature was not near the triple!point and the cor!
relation did a poor job of predicting CHF[ If the error
was small\ then the experimental inlet temperature
was only slightly higher than the triple!point and the

correlation performed quite well[ The present authors
decided that the extra e}ort to account for this
anomaly was not warranted since the poor perform!
ance of a correlation experiencing a multitude of these
violations would be illustrated by its higher error[

5[ Occasionally\ an inlet conditions correlation may
overpredict CHF and yield a positive outlet quality\
signalling saturated ~uid at the outlet\ when the outlet
quality is calculated using the predicted CHF\ exper!
imental inlet quality\ and an energy balance[ This
would seem inappropriate since the correlation may
only be applicable to CHF with subcooled ~ow at the
outlet[ However\ the CHF trends exhibited in low!
quality CHF are probably quite similar to the trends
observed in subcooled CHF near saturation[ Thus\ a
correlation based on observed parametric trends such
as that developed in the present study may be able to
accurately predict low!quality CHF as well as sub!
cooled CHF[ This apparent violation was also not
recorded for reasons similar to those discussed in the
preceding paragraph[

6[ Dimensional correlations based solely on a statistical
analysis of a large database ð10Ł often predict negative
CHF values even when the parameters are within the
parametric range speci_ed by the correlation[ These
impossible predictions were not considered when cal!
culating the error of the correlation[ However\ the
number of occurrences were noted for correlations in
violation[

7[ Mean absolute error and root!mean!square "r[m[s[#
error of the correlations were calculated using

mean absolute error�
0
N

s
=qm\pred−qm\meas =

qm\meas

×099)

"31#

and

r[m[s[ error�X
0
N

s 0
qm\pred−qm\meas

qm\meas 1
1

×099) "32#

where N is the number of CHF data points[

5[1[ Results

Table 4 lists the mean absolute error and r[m[s[ error
for each correlation when compared with CHF data from
the present study and the high!CHF database[ Also
shown is the type of correlation "inlet or outlet con!
ditions# and the number of adjustable constants[ Adjust!
able constants refer to those constants which the authors
manipulated in order to increase the accuracy of their
correlation[ Adjustable constants include those appear!
ing in conditional statements which specify the appro!
priate equation from a set of equations ð17\ 29\ 20Ł[ The
condition that a parameter such as outlet quality be either
less than or greater than zero is not considered adjustable
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Table 4
Performance of subcooled CHF correlations using the high!CHF database compiled in the present study

Part I ð12Ł of present study High!CHF database
"063 data points# "0485 data points#

Adjustable Mean absolute r[m[s[ Mean absolute r[m[s[
Correlation Type constants error ")# error ")# error ")# error ")#

Inasaka and Nariai ð16Ł Outlet 8 028[2 079[0 66[3 025[3
Shah ð17Ł Outlet "Inlet#� 24 13[4 29[3 10[1 17[4
Caira et al[ ð18Ł Inlet 00 11[2 20[9 10[9 20[1
Celata et al[ ð29Ł$ Outlet 7 36[0 49[9 27[1 32[3
Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł% Outlet 05 82[4 031[8 36[0 69[8
Caira et al[ ð20Ł& Inlet 027 35[6 53[2 10[4 26[3
Present study

Equation "39# Inlet 5 11[0 22[1 06[1 13[0
Equation "28# Outlet 4 12[7 21[3 08[0' 14[6'
Equation "30# Inlet 4 06[4 11[5 04[0 08[4

� Consists of two sets of equations "one based on outlet quality and the other on inlet quality# and conditional statements for choosing
the appropriate set[ Only _ve data points in the high!CHF database required the correlation based on inlet quality[
$ Two of eight adjustable constants are applicable only to saturated outlet conditions[
% Predicted negative CHF values for 42 data points[
& Correct constants were obtained from Caruso ð25Ł[
' Near!saturated CHF data "xo × −9[94# were excluded "122 data points#[

ð17\ 29Ł[ The exponent of a parameter in a polynomial
function is also not considered adjustable ð16Ł[

Figure 7 compares CHF data from the high!CHF data!
base with CHF predicted by each of the six previously
published correlations[ The usefulness of a correlation as
a predictive tool for subcooled high!CHF can be deter!
mined by examining the relative data density inside or
outside of the 239) error band[ The Inasaka and Nariai
ð16Ł and Vandervort et al[ ð10Ł correlations are obviously
poor with a large fraction of data being severely over!
predicted or both over and underpredicted\ respectively[
The Celata et al[ ð29Ł and Caira et al[ ð20Ł correlations
generally underpredict or overpredict CHF\ respectively^
also\ the error is larger when predicting CHF for data
from Part I ð12Ł of the present study\ indicating that
these correlations may only be adequate over a limited
parametric range[ Furthermore\ Caira et al[ ð20Ł
attempted to improve the accuracy of their earlier cor!
relation ð18Ł by increasing the number of adjustable con!
stants from 00 to 027[ The forms of the correlations were
identical except that a di}erent set of eleven constants
was utilized within di}erent regions of mass velocity and
pressure[ The new correlation by Caira et al[ ð20Ł resulted
in nearly the same mean absolute error as their prior
correlation for the high!CHF data but resulted in an
r[m[s[ error 19) higher[ Visual observation of Fig[ 7
clearly shows that their earlier correlation performs
better\ indicating that r[m[s[ error is probably a better
means for determining the predictive capabilities of a
correlation[ The larger errors of the new correlation

resulted from a combination of a large number of adjust!
able constants "027# and a limited number of data points
within some regions "e[g[\ only eight data points in the
region G × 19 999 kg m−1 s−0 and 2 ³ P ³ 4 bars were
available to obtain eleven constants\ which is statistically
impossible to accomplish#[ Only the correlations of Shah
ð17Ł and Caira et al[ ð18Ł appear to be moderately accept!
able for predicting subcooled high!CHF[

Figure 8"a# and "b# compare the CHF data with CHF
predicted by the inlet and outlet conditions correlations\
which were developed on the basis of equations "13# and
"14#\ respectively\ and the parametric trends observed in
a subset of the high!CHF database[ The graphs on the
left!hand side show only the 063 CHF data points from
Part I ð12Ł\ while the graphs on the right!hand side show
the entire high!CHF database "0485 data points#[ Figure
09 shows the assessment of the superior\ inlet conditions
correlation\ which was formulated from the outlet con!
ditions correlation using an energy balance[ In all cases\
the inlet conditions correlation shown in Fig[ 09 had the
lowest mean absolute and r[m[s[ error\ with 85) of the
high!CHF database predicted within 239)[ The aver!
age of the ratio of predicted!to!measured CHF was 9[874
"not listed in Table 4# meaning this correlation is only
slightly more likely to underpredict CHF than it is to
overpredict CHF[ Both inlet conditions correlations\
shown in Figs 8"a# and 09\ had lower mean absolute and
r[m[s[ errors than the previously published correlations[
The correlation in Fig[ 8"a# overpredicted CHF and
yielded a positive outlet quality for only 2[1) of the
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Fig[ 7[ Assessment of several well!known CHF correlations applicable to high!CHF using the high!CHF database[
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Fig[ 8[ Assessment of the "a# inlet and "b# outlet conditions\ subcooled CHF correlations using CHF data from Part I ð12Ł of the
present study and the high!CHF database[
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Fig[ 09[ Assessment of the superior\ inlet conditions\ subcooled CHF correlation which was formulated from the outlet conditions
correlation using an energy balance[

high!CHF database[ On the other hand\ the correlation
in Fig[ 09 did not overpredict any of the data enough to
produce a positive outlet quality[

The outlet conditions correlation shown in Fig[ 8"b#
predicted 79) of the entire high!CHF database within
239)[ This correlation overpredicted CHF and yielded
an inlet temperature below the triple!point temperature
for 1[5) of the high!CHF database[ Of the 198 CHF
data points underpredicted by more than 39)\ over 75)
had an experimental outlet quality greater than −9[94
with most of these having an outlet pressure below 09
bars[ When data with an outlet quality above −9[94
were excluded "representing only 04) of the high!CHF
database#\ the mean absolute and r[m[s[ errors were both
reduced by 19) from their values with the entire high!
CHF database[ These errors are lower than those of
the previously published correlations[ Transforming the
outlet conditions correlation in to an inlet conditions
correlation using an energy balance "and without altering
any of the constants# remarkably lowered the mean
absolute and r[m[s[ errors by 26[0 and 28[2)\ respect!
ively\ by predicting the near!saturated CHF data with
better accuracy[ Since the correlations developed in the
present study were based only on observed parametric
trends\ the larger errors associated with the outlet con!
ditions correlation for near!saturated CHF data may
indicate a CHF trigger mechanism di}erent from that
characteristic of highly!subcooled CHF[ No attempt was
made to increase the accuracy of the correlations by

adjusting the coe.cients using nonlinear regression[ The
superiority of all correlations developed in the present
study was obtained solely by methodically examining a
subset of the high!CHF database[

6[ Supplemental discussion

6[0[ Nonuniform axial heat ~ux pro_le

While an inlet conditions "also known as upstream or
non!local# correlation depends upon the axial heat ~ux
pro_le "uniform in the present study# and heated length\
an outlet "also known as local# conditions correlation
depends solely upon the ~ow conditions at the location
of burnout "outlet of a uniformly heated tube in the
present study#[ Thus\ of the correlations developed in the
present study\ only the outlet "local# conditions cor!
relation is well suited for predicting CHF in tubes having
a nonuniform axial heat ~ux pro_le such as the sinusoidal
pro_le\

q"z# � qmaxsin"pz:L#\ "33#

often found in nuclear reactor fuel elements ð46Ł[ In this
case\ CHF occurs upstream and both the location and
magnitude of CHF can be predicted by a local conditions
correlation[ An energy balance from the inlet to a down!
stream location\ z\ yields an equation for the local
enthalpy\
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h"z# � hi¦
3

DG g
z

9

q"z# dz[ "34#

A pressure drop model such as that developed in the
present study is then required in order to calculate the
local thermodynamic equilibrium quality from the local
enthalpy given by equation "34# and the local pressure[
A local conditions correlation predicts CHF to occur at
location z when the local quality and heat ~ux related by
equation "34# and the pressure drop model also satisfy
the CHF correlation[ For a complex axial heat ~ux dis!
tribution\ CHF may have already occurred downstream[
Thus\ in order to predict the _rst occurrence of CHF
anywhere in the tube\ the shape of the pro_le must be
assumed\ the total power incrementally increased\ and
the above calculation conducted at incremental stre!
amwise locations beginning from the inlet[

The outlet "local# conditions\ subcooled CHF cor!
relation developed in the present study\ which is only
valid for a local quality below −9[94\ should be validated
with CHF data obtained with a nonuniform axial heat
~ux pro_le[ For a uniform axial heat ~ux pro_le\ the
outlet conditions correlation is quite superior to the
others\ having mean absolute and r[m[s[ errors nearly
half that of the values for the other correlations ð10\ 16\
29Ł based on outlet conditions[ Note that Shah|s ð17Ł
outlet conditions correlation is not a true local conditions
correlation since CHF depends upon heated length when
L:D ³ 49 and\ thus\ the correlation is applicable only to
uniformly heated tubes[

6[1[ Effect of pressure on CHF

None of the data in the high!CHF database were
obtained by systematically varying the pressure while
maintaining either a constant inlet or outlet quality[
Therefore\ the e}ect of pressure on CHF could only be
ascertained by examining a correlation with proven accu!
racy[ The inlet conditions correlation developed in the
present study\ equation "30#\ was evaluated from atmo!
spheric pressure to the critical pressure for D � 1 mm\
L:D � 19\ G � 4999 kg m−1 s−0 "typical of the high!CHF
database# with either constant inlet temperature\ inlet
quality\ or outlet quality[ Evaluating the inlet conditions
correlation at constant outlet quality is equivalent to
evaluating the outlet conditions correlation\ equation
"28#\ since the two correlations are related by an energy
balance[

The curves in Fig[ 00"a# obtained at several inlet tem!
peratures agree with the experimental trends in Fig[ 03
from Part I ð12Ł\ which show a lower CHF near at!
mospheric pressure and a relatively smaller e}ect of
pressure on CHF at higher pressures "below 069 bars#[
The upper and lower boundaries represent an inlet tem!
perature equal to the triple!point temperature and an
outlet quality equal to zero\ respectively[ The _rst con!

dition is impossible to violate\ while violating the second
condition simply means that the ~uid is saturated at the
outlet[ As the pressure approaches the critical pressure\
CHF drastically decreases[ These trends for a constant
inlet temperature have been widely reported in the CHF
literature[

Figure 00"b# shows that CHF continually decreases
with increasing pressure for a constant inlet quality below
approximately −9[1[ Near an inlet quality of −9[0\ CHF
initially decreases with increasing pressure until 09Ð19
bars\ at which point\ CHF becomes somewhat una}ected
by pressure and\ then\ again decreases with increasing
pressure from 049 bars to the critical pressure[ For near!
saturated inlet qualities\ CHF actually increases slightly
with increasing pressure until the outlet becomes satu!
rated\ at which point\ the correlations can no longer be
utilized with con_dence[ CHF decreases linearly with
increasing pressure for a highly subcooled inlet
"xi ³ −0[9#[

The curves in Fig[ 00"c# obtained at several outlet
qualities exhibit trends similar to those observed in Fig[
00"b#\ which is expected since inlet and outlet quality are
linearly related by an energy balance[ Recall that the
outlet conditions correlation seemed to be invalid for
near!saturated conditions "xo × −9[94#\ especially at low
pressures "P ³ 09 bars#[ In this region\ the correlation
predicts an increase in CHF with increasing pressure\
whereas the curve for xo � −9[94 "and also −0[9# shows
a step decrease\ but at much higher CHF values[ The
correlation underpredicts the CHF data in this near!
saturated region meaning that the actual curve for
xo � −9[91 should be much closer to and exhibit the
trends of the curve for xo � −9[94[ Thus\ it can be con!
cluded that the outlet conditions correlation should not
be used for xo × −9[94 without further investigation of
near!saturated\ low!pressure CHF[

7[ Conclusions

Subcooled high!CHF data for water ~ow in a uni!
formly heated tube were compiled from the world litera!
ture dating back to 0838[ The database was _ltered for
duplicate and unreliable data[ A pressure drop model
applicable to subcooled ~ow boiling in tubes with inlet
and outlet plenums was developed in order to determine
the pressure at the burnout location "i[e[\ end of the
heated length#\ an important parameter required by CHF
correlations[ Several well!known subcooled CHF cor!
relations applicable to the high mass velocities required
to achieve high!CHF values were analyzed using this
database[ Simple\ dimensionless\ subcooled CHF cor!
relations based on inlet conditions "valid for xo ¾ 9# and
outlet conditions "valid only for xo ¾ −9[94# were
developed by carefully observing parametric trends in
CHF data from Ornatskii and Kichigin ð2\ 4Ł\ Ornatskii
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Fig[ 00[ E}ect of pressure on CHF for constant "a# inlet temperature\ "b# inlet quality\ and "c# outlet quality evaluated using the inlet
conditions correlation developed in the present study\ equation "30#[
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Fig[ 00[ Continued[

ð6Ł\ and Part I ð12Ł of the present study[ Both the outlet
conditions correlation "equation "28## and the inlet con!
ditions correlation "equation "30##\ which was for!
mulated from the outlet conditions correlation using an
energy balance\ contain only _ve adjustable constants in
contrast to the large number of constants required by the
other correlations[ Although these new correlations were
developed by observing the trends in a subset of the
high!CHF database "336 data points# and not nonlinear
regression with the entire database\ they were quite
superior to the previously published correlations\ which
were mostly based on statistical analyses of large data!
bases[ The mean absolute and r[m[s[ errors for equation
"30# were 04[0 and 08[4)\ respectively\ 18 and 21) less
than the next most accurate correlation[ The authors
recommend this inlet conditions correlation "shown in
Table 3# for the prediction of subcooled CHF with water
~ow in a uniformly heated tube and for the design of high!
~ux cooling schemes for conditions within the parametric
range of the high!CHF database[
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